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1 Introduction

This report contains an overview of the transportation software vendors in the Netherlands. It
discusses the developments of the last three years and analyses the trends for the coming three
years. It also analyses transportation software penetration in different industries and discusses the
differentiators in the market.

Transportation software can be divided in two types of software. Transport Management
Systems (TMS) generally cover the following functionalities:

•  Workflow/Event Management and Exception Alerting
•  Visibility- Track and Trace
•  Distribution Network Management
•  Customer and Carrier Contract Management
•  Management Information & Reporting
•  (Transport) Document Management
•  Financial Settlement
•  Customs handling

Transport planning software generally covers the following functionalities:
•  Load Planning & Optimization
•  Route Planning & Scheduling
•  Carrier Selection and Vehicle & Driver Scheduling

This report is part of a series of reports published in 2002 / 2003 around different categories of
standard supply chain software packages. Reports have been published or are planned around the
following software categories:

1. Warehouse Management Systems (WMS)
2. Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
3. Advanced Planning Systems (APS)
4. Inventory Optimization software
5. Supplier Relationship Management (SRM)
6. Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES)
7. Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM) / Visibility software

For this research CGE&Y prepared a short questionnaire, which was distributed to all
transportation software vendors in the Dutch marketplace. In total 28 transportation software
vendors participated in the research. The research results were consolidated and analyzed by
professionals from CGE&Y. Also CGE&Y supply chain professionals have provided their input,
analysis and market views for this report.

Many thanks to the transportation software vendors who have participated.
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2 Profile of the transportation software market space

2.1 Overview

The market for transportation software solutions can be roughly divided in “Administrative
Support” packages and “Planning / Optimization” packages. These administrative support
packages are sometimes referred to as “Transport Management Systems (TMS)” and the planning
/ optimization packages as “Transportplanning” packages. In this report we cover both type of
software packages.

Local Benelux software vendors dominate the Dutch market for middle-market TMS solutions
which are mostly reasonably priced for small and medium sized companies. Examples of middle-
market TMS vendors are Interchain and Cat Logic B.V. The high-end TMS market in the Benelux
is dominated by a mix of global (mostly US-based) and local vendors. Examples of high-end
TMS vendors are i2 Technologies and Manugistics.

The transport planning software market in the Benelux is dominated by mostly local software
vendors. These solutions are often based on operational research algorithms. An example of a
US-based vendor is Descartes Systems Group. Examples of local vendors are AKB-Ores, Intris,
Ortec and PTV-Ordis. These vendors offer functionalities like route- and loadplanning and
vehicle and driver scheduling.

If we look at the number of employees in the Netherlands we see that Interchain, Groeneveld, Cat
Logic (formerly called Heyde), Plus-Software, Gateway Software, Real Solutions and I-TeQ are
strong local TMS vendors.  DCS, Descartes, Manugistics, i2 Technologies, G-Log and Transflow
AG are strong global vendors of transportation software. Ortec, PTV-Ordis and Descartes are the
biggest transport planning software vendors in the Netherlands in terms of the number of em-
ployees.

Baan, J.D. Edwards and Qurius NC (this is a Microsoft Business Solutions (formerly called
Navision) dealer) are traditional ERP software vendors which also have comprehensive TMS
modules.
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In the table below the Transportation software vendors are ranked according to the number of
employees in their Dutch organization.

Number of employees
Vendor Name Package Name NL EUR WW
Transport Management System (TMS) vendors
Interchain Chainware 75 100 100
DCS Transport and Logistics Solutions DCS iLogistics 60 210 250
CAT Logic TMS Distri 50 65 65
Groeneveld Information Technology Roadrunner 50 50 50
Quintiq Quintiq 35 40 40
Plus-Software Plan&Go 35 35 35
Gateway Software Freightware 20 20 20
Manugistics NetWORKS 16 220 1350
Real Solutions WICS 15 15 15
I-TeQ I-TeQ TMS 14 14 14
i2 Technologies Transportation & Distribution

Management
10 250 2500

Transflow Lbase 10 250 250
COM-Unit Spider-Road, Spider-ZIP 10 10 14
Art Systems Transpas 8 8 8
Parsis Parsis Logistiek 6 0 0
Precision Software TRA/X 4 70 80
G-Log Benelux GC3 4 28 198
TMW International TMWSuite 3 6 130
Continental Software Services QiFreight 2 10 10
CSD Logistics Software Transwareone 0 64 64
Transport planning software vendors
ORTEC SHORTREC 200 230 300
PTV-Ordis INTERTOUR 5.3 / INTER-

LOAD 5.3
29 365 385

INTRIS TRIS 4.3.5 6 25 25
AKB-ORES TRACC 5.0 6 6 6
Software vendors that deliver both TMS and transport planning solutions
Descartes Systems Group Transport Management

Optimisation (TMO) /
Roadshow / Fleetwise

30 90 480

Traditional ERP software vendors
Baan iBaan ERP 5.2 983 - 3500
Qurius NC / FAQT Group Navision 80 350 380
J.D. Edwards J.D. Edwards 5 (ERP 8) 50 600 5000

Table 1: number of employees per transportation software vendor
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The TMS market leaders in the Netherlands in terms of the number of implementations are
Groeneveld (with their Roadrunner solution), Plus-Software (with their Plan & Go solution) and
Interchain (with their Chainware solution). In general the Dutch TMS market is largely
dominated by local software vendors which mostly operate in the middle-market.

The transport planning market leaders in the Netherlands in terms of the number of implementa-
tions are PTV-Ordis, AKB-ORES and Ortec. Worldwide market leader Descartes only has a small
market share in the Netherlands. The Dutch transport planning market is also largely dominated
by local software vendors.

Number of Implementations
Vendor Name Package Name NL EUR WW
Transport Management System (TMS) implementations
Groeneveld Information Technology Roadrunner 220 230 230
Plus-Software Plan & Go 200 205 205
Interchain Chainware 120 160 160
Art Systems Transpas 60 60 60
Gateway Software Freightware 56 58 58
Precision Software TRA/X 50 350 850
Baan1 iBaan ERP 5.2 50 - 514
CAT Logic TMS Distri 50 55 55
Parsis Parsis Logistiek 44 46 46
I-TeQ I-TeQ TMS 40 43 ???
DCS Transport and Logistics Solutions DCS iLogistics 30 50 70
COM-Unit Spider-Road, Spider-ZIP 14 14 14
CSD Logistics Software Transwareone 12 840 840
J.D. Edwards1 J.D. Edwards 5 (ERP 8) 12 50 150
Quintiq Quintiq 3 5 5
i2 Technologies TDM 3 14 200
Qurius NC / FAQT Group1 Navision 3 5 9
Manugistics NetWORKS 2 25 300
Continental Software Services QiFreight 2 10 10
Real Solutions WICS 2 3 3
TMW International TMWSuite 1 2 >500
G-Log Benelux GC3 - 4 23
Transflow Lbase - >50 >50
Descartes Systems Group Transport Management

Optimisation (TMO)
- - 2

Transport planning implementations
PTV-Ordis Intertour / Interload 250 279 279
AKB-ORES TRACC >200 >200 >200
ORTEC Shortrec 145 313 380
INTRIS TRIS 80 200 200
Descartes Systems Group Roadshow 14 175 800
Descartes Systems Group Fleetwise 0 8 20

Table 2: number of implementations per transportation software package
1This is the number of customers where the TMS module has been implemented
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From the international TMS software vendors only Precision Software (with their TRA/X
solution), DCS Transport and Logistics Solutions (with their DCS iLogistics solution) and CSD
Logistics Software (with their Transwareone solution) currently have a decent market share in the
Dutch TMS market. Other global TMS software vendors however are currently trying to enter the
Dutch TMS market. New global entrants are TMW International (with their TMW Suite),
Transflow (with their Lbase solution), Descartes (with their new TMO solution) and G-log (with
their GC3 solution).

2.2 CGE&Y’s opinion

With respect to the transportation software market we expect the following future developments
to occur:

•  Further consolidation between the local Benelux TMS software vendors
The current Benelux market for low and middle-end TMS solutions is strongly dominated
by local software vendors. Recently this market has gone through some turmoil, with
mergers, acquisitions and even insolvency of local software vendors. Despite the potential
growth in the market we expect that due to present market competitiveness and the in-
creasing demand for standard integrated software solutions a further consolidation of local
software vendors will evolve.

•  Rise of several global TMS software vendors in the Benelux high-end TMS market
In the most important customer base for TMS software vendors, the logistic service pro-
vider (3PL) and transport industries, a continuing consolidation is taking place. 3PL’s and
transport companies are facing the demands of bigger and more mature customers. These
global customers are looking for logistics service providers (3PL’s) which can operate and
give visibility on a global scale. These 3PL’s will be increasingly looking for TMS soft-
ware vendors which have deep functionality and a global presence.

•  The transport planning software market will remain very local
Most companies which use standard software for transport planning have a high number
of vehicles on the road each day. These companies consider their transport planning proc-
ess as a core process since their profit and loss is highly determined by their transport
planning optimization. Because the planning process is core to their business they will be
looking for transport planning software vendors which have a large local presence and
which can give immediate support should they have problems in their planning process.
The transport planning software market is also a very consultancy-led market since the re-
sults of a transport planning optimization run are highly dependent upon the configuration
and sizing of the planning software.
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3 The differences per industry

3.1 Overview

In the table below the total number of implementations per industry are mentioned for the
transportation software vendors that participated in this survey (from those who were willing to
provide this industry-specific data). By far, the transport and logistic service provider industries
are the most important industries for transportation software solutions in the Netherlands and
Europe (more than 70 % of the implementations are within these industries).

DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSPORTATION
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS ACROSS
INDUSTRIES

Netherlands Europe

Transport 650 42% 939 44%
Logistic Service Providers 480 31% 503 23%
Retail 81 5% 94 4%
Industrial Products 63 4% 93 4%
Food & Beverage 54 3% 91 4%
Post / Express Services 38 2% 27 1%
Chemicals 28 2% 87 4%
Consumer Electronics 19 1% 27 2%
Pharmaceuticals 19 1% 37 3%
Automotive 7 0% 46 2%
Engineering & Construction 7 0% 23 1%
Medical Devices 4 0% 19 1%
Other Industries 107 7% 129 6%

Table 3: distribution of transportation software implementations across industries

Most transportation software vendors are active in the transport and logistic service provider
industries.  There are some differences between the different software vendors however:

•  Interchain (Chainware), Groeneveld (Roadrunner), Parsis (Parsis Logistiek) and Plus-
Software (Plan & Go) are local vendors with a strong presence in the transport and logis-
tic service provider industries.

•  DCS (DCS iLogistics 3.0) is an international vendor with a strong presence in the trans-
port and logistic service provider industries.

•  Transflow (Lbase) and CSD Logistics Software (Transwareone) are new entrants on the
Dutch TMS market with a strong presence in the transport and logistic service provider
industries in Germany.

•  Precision Software (TRA/X) seems to have a wide spread of TMS implementations across
the industries.
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In the table below you can see the number of implementations per software package per industry.
For the purpose of a comprehensive overview the category “other industries” consists of all
industries that scored lower than 4% in table 3 plus the implementations referred to by software
vendors as “other industries”.

Table 4: number of implementations per transportation software application per industry

3.2 CGE&Y’s opinion

With respect to the specific industries we expect the following future developments to occur:
•  The logistic service provider and transport industries will remain the most important

industries for transportation software solutions
As a result of the continuing growth in the outsourcing of logistics activities (including IT
support) the logistic service provider industry is expected to grow. The success of logistic
service providers will depend on their ability to deliver an integrated, end-to-end solution.
To be able to provide these solutions to their customers logistic service providers must in-
vest in new software solutions.

Application Name

NL EUR NL EUR NL EUR NL EUR NL EUR NL EUR NL EUR
Baan ERP 5.2 11 6 2 0 31
CALtms, CALtms400 68 2 2 0 0
Chainware 5.7 57 17 58 18 1 6 4
DCS iLogistics 3.0 30 50 20 60 0 0
Freigtware 2.1 7 7 26 28 5 5 10 10 3 3 5 5
GC3 3.5 1 1 1 0 4
INTERTOUR 5.3 / INTERLOAD 5.3 50 90 15 80 15 30
I-TeQ TMS 2002 5 11 1 1 2 1 20 2
J.D. Edwards 5 (ERP 8) 5 1 6 0 0
LBase 3.016 50 50 0 0
Networks 7.0 1 8 5 4 4 1 1 4
Parsis Logistiek 3.0 36 10 0 0
Plan&Go 8.9 150 50 0 0
QiFreight 5 6 2 4 2 5 2 2 1
Q-TMS Navision 3.10B 2 0 0
Quintiq 2.4 60 60 10 20 50 0
Roadrunner 66 3 132 6 22 1
Spider-Road, Spider-ZIP 3.8.75 3 3 14 14 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3
TDM 5.2.2 3 11 1 0 2
TMO 0 0
TMS Distri 2.1 5 15 8 1 3 7 1 11 4
TMWSuite 6.0 1 0 1
TRA/X 2 5 2 8 2 15 5 35 8 46 10 65 21 176
TRACC 5.0 100 65 40 30 9 20 30 30 4 10 5 15 62 109
Transpas 2.6 60 0 0
Transwareone 2.42 6 640 6 184 24 0 0
TRIS 4.3.5 4 7 46 46 2 11 4 5 4 0
WICS 4.10 2 3 0 0
Total 650 1007 480 505 81 94 63 95 54 91 28 87 253 346

Other 
Industries

Industrial 
Products

Food & 
BeverageRetail Chemicals

Logistic 
Service 

ProvidersTransport
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•  The large ERP software vendors will increasingly focus on the TMS software market
but we question their ability to compete in this market
The large ERP vendors (f.e. SAP and JD Edwards) are increasing their TMS functionali-
ties and are trying to compete for the logistics service provider market. Since these ERP
vendors do not have a large installed base yet in the logistics service provider industry we
question their ability to effectively compete in the TMS market.
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4 Who are the dominant players on the Dutch transportation software
market?

4.1 Overview

We have asked the transportation software vendors for their top 3 competitors. We also asked
them which consultancies they mostly encountered during package selections and implementa-
tions in the transportation software market space (each vendor had the chance to name three
consultancies).

Top transportation software vendors

Groeneveld is perceived to be the most important competitor by other transportation software
vendors closely followed by DCS and Interchain.

Transportation software vendors Number of times mentioned as a competitor
Groeneveld 8
DCS Transport and Logistics Solutions 7
Interchain 7
i2 Technologies 6
Manugistics 5
G-Log Benelux 4
CAT Logic 3
Continental Software Services 3
SAP 3
Navision 2
Plus-Software 2
Qurius NC / FAQT Group 2
Transflow 2

Table 5: top competitors in the Dutch transportation software market space as ranked by fellow software
vendors  (only software vendors which were mentioned more than once)

It is interesting to see that although ERP software vendors are not perceived to be competitors for
the specialized transportation software vendors, the high-end vendors of transportation software
solutions (with strong planning and optimization functionalities) did perceive SAP as a competi-
tor in the marketplace. This is due to the fact that SAP is the only ERP software vendor with a
competitive Advanced Planning Systems module (APO).
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Consultancies involved in transportation software selections

There is a limited group of consultancies that is involved in transportation software selections
according to the software vendors. Cap Gemini Ernst & Young (CGE&Y) is perceived to be the
largest consultancy in this area, closely followed by Transport & Logistiek Nederland (TLN). The
strong position of TLN can be explained by the fact that TLN is a trade union for transport and
logistics organizations in the Netherlands.

The large consultancy firms like CGE&Y and PWC are mentioned most by the global software
vendors active in the high-end market of transportation software. Small local consultancy firms
like IPL, Syntens and Coertjens & Partners are perceived to be more present in the low to middle-
end of the market.

Consultancies involved in transportation software selections Number of times mentioned
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young 9
Transport & Logistiek Nederland (TLN) 8
Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) 6
IG&H Management Consultants 5
Accenture 3
Free Lance or small consultancy firms 4
KPMG 2
IBM 2
Berenschot 1
IPL 1
Syntens 1
Coertjens & Partners 1
CSC 1

Table 6: consultancies involved in transportation software selections as ranked by software vendors

Consultancies involved in transportation software implementations

The group of consultancies that is involved in transportation software implementation projects is
even more limited. Only CGE&Y, PWC, Accenture and IBM are sometimes encountered by the
transportation software vendors. A large part of the transportation software vendors have even
indicated that they don’t know any consultancies that are involved in transportation software
implementations. This is not surprising because the transportation software vendors in the
Benelux have only recently started to establish implementation partnerships with the larger
consultancies.
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Consultancies involved in transportation software implementations Number of times mentioned
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young 6
Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) 4
IBM 3
Accenture 3
CMG 1
KPMG 1
Pink Roccade 1
CSC 1
Coertjens & Partners 1

Table 7: consultancies involved in transportation software implementations as ranked by software vendors

Cap Gemini Ernst & Young and PWC seem to enjoy the larger market share in the transportation
software implementation market.

4.2 CGE&Y opinion

With respect to the Dutch transportation software market we expect the following future devel-
opment to occur:

•  Increasing supply chain complexity will put higher demands on transportation software
vendors
The ongoing consolidation and high customer demands will force transportation software
vendors to deliver an integrated, end-to-end solution which is able to support the complex
and changing supply chains. This growth in demand for high-end solutions will give new
opportunities for the global transportation software vendors. As a consequence new inter-
national entrants will appear on the Dutch transportation software market.

•  The large management consultancies will obtain a more important role in transporta-
tion software selection and implementation projects.
As the Dutch transportation software market is growing and becoming more and more
professional the larger management consultancies will focus on this market. This is also
likely to happen because of the increasing importance and awareness of the supply chain
execution function within companies, a trend for global transportation software solutions
and the integration of transportation software with other systems. TLN is expected to re-
main a strong player in the Dutch transportation software selection market due to the
strongly organized transport industry in the Netherlands.

•  The larger transportation software vendors will build implementation partnerships for
the Dutch market with the larger consultancies
Since future growth will primarily be in the mid- and high-end of the market larger trans-
portation software vendors will build implementation partnerships with large consultancy
firms. Smaller vendors will keep providing implementation services or might partner with
smaller local consultancy firms.
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5 The most important developments in the last 3 years

5.1 Overview

We have asked all transportation software vendors what they thought were the most important
developments during the last three years. In this paragraph we will analyze these most important
developments.

The most important developments perceived by the transportation software vendors have been:
•  Business consolidation and globalization in a competitive market;

Both customers and transportation software vendors have been affected by the trend for
consolidation and globalization. The requirements on transportation software vendors
have risen significantly in the last three years, while the low profit margins of their major
customers in the transport and logistic service provider industries have caused margin
pressure for transportation software solutions.

•  Increasing emphasis on supply chain optimization;
The optimization of the supply chain, with the aim to create value for the company as a
whole, has become more and more a management issue. This has raised the demand for
comprehensive transportation software solutions.

•  Tracking & tracing;
This topic has become increasingly important in the last few years. Most transportation
software packages already had basic functionality for tracking & tracing but the new con-
cept of supply chain visibility demanded that transportation software vendors had to en-
hance their tracking and tracing functionality.

•  Web-enabled;
This trend has occurred in almost all software categories. Every modern transportation
software application can be approached through a Web interface.
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Developments during last 3 years Number of times mentioned
GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN MARKET
Price - fighting due to competitive market 3
Business consolidation and globalization 2
Partnerships with third party software providers 1
Software selection by consulting firms 1
Emergence of full service providers (3PL’s) 1
Increased use of parcel as a delivery mode 1
Integrated logistics (forwarding and public warehouse) 1
TRANSPORTATION SOFTWARE FUNCTIONALITY
Increasing emphasis on supply chain optimization 4
Workflow management 3
Tracking & tracing 3
Development of an integrated transportation solution 2
Development of management information tools 1
Extended functionality of on-board devices 1
Extended execution capabilities 1
Alternative transport modes 1
Integration to cross docking applications 1
Integration to warehousing applications 1
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Web-enabling technology 9
Open structure of systems to enable better communication with other
systems, like board computers and route planning applications

2

Mobile communication 2
Hosted applications 1
User configurability 1
EDI 1
Real-time processing 1

Table 8: developments in transportation software market during the last 3 years as mentioned by software
vendors
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6 The most important trends for the coming 3 years

6.1 Overview

We have asked all transportation software vendors what they thought to be the most important
trends for the coming 3 years.

The most important developments perceived by the transportation software vendors have been:
•  Business consolidation and globalization and a growing emphasis on outsourcing;

Transportation software vendors believe that the trend for consolidation and globalization
at their customers will continue in the next three years. They also think that a larger por-
tion of the logistics activities will be outsourced in the future giving rise to larger trans-
port and logistic service provider companies.

•  Full supply chain execution functionality;
Some transportation software vendors believe that they should focus on supply chain exe-
cution. They believe that customers are looking for transportation software vendors that
function as a one-stop-shop for supply chain execution functionality.

•  Collaborative execution;
Many transportation software vendors believe that their software packages will increas-
ingly become an integral part of the supply chain execution processes of their customers
(and the value chain they are part of). This will mean that transportation software will
need to be integrated with other systems at the customers site.

•  Refined tracking and tracing functionality;
Some transportation software vendors believe that they need to be able to support the
growing demands for supply chain visibility functionality.

•  Enhanced browser technology;
Most applications can now be approached from browser-like interfaces and often these
interfaces are also used to connect external parties.
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Most important trends coming 3 years Number of times mentioned
GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN MARKET
Business consolidation and globalization (customers) 4
Centralization and outsourcing of logistics operations 1
Price - fighting due to competitive market 1
Consolidation within European transportation software vendors 1
IT will get central to the success of logistic service providers and
transport management companies

1

Factory gate pricing 1
Standardization of transportation software solutions 1
TRANSPORTATION SOFTWARE FUNCTIONALITY
Supply chain integration and collaboration 9
Refined tracking and tracing functionality 4
Revenue management 4
Adoption of transportation management solutions through a
networked service environment (multiple shippers)

3

Development of continuous optimization solutions 2
Trip planning software providers will extend their available
functionality

1

Integration of private fleet and transport management applications 1
Integration of  TMS and WMS 1
DRP / rolling stock / optimal cross dock 1
Integration of multi-hubs 1
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Web-enabled communication 4
Wireless hand-held devices 3
Systems integration TMS solutions, route planning and (real-time)
planning and execution

2

Mobile messaging systems (MMS) 1
Document imaging technology 1
Replacement of first generation back-office systems 1

Table 9: future developments in transportation software market as mentioned by software ven-
dors

6.2 CGE&Y opinion

With respect to the future developments in the transportation software market we expect the
following main future developments to occur:
•  Trend for supply chain execution functionality

We expect the large transportation software vendors to evolve into vendors of supply chain
execution software. This supply chain execution software will not only consist of transporta-
tion functionality but also of warehouse management (WMS) and order management (OMS)
functionalities.
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•  Focus-shift from outbound to inbound logistics
As a result of trends like “Factory Gate Pricing” and “B2B procurement” there will be an in-
creased interest for inbound transport. This trend will be twofold. Buyers (manufacturers,
retailers) will take control of the flow from the seller to their warehouse and thereby take over
control of the logistic service provider of the seller. On the other hand buyers may also out-
source this task and ask their logistic service provider to organize the inbound flow as effi-
cient as possible.

•  Replacing legacy systems by standard transportation software solutions
Home-built or tailor-made IT systems are used heavily within the logistic service provider
and transport industries. These systems mostly are at the end of their life-cycle and will be
replaced by standard package based solutions. Especially in case of mergers and acquisitions
multiple local solutions need to be replaced by one corporate global standard solution to sup-
port standard business processes. These standard solutions will support multi-entity, multi-site
multi-user, multi-timezone and multi-currency environments. They will be based on the cli-
ent-server concept and will communicate over Wide Area Network (WAN) connections.

•  Increasing demand for event management and exception alerting
Shippers require a more pro-active attitude of logistic service providers. Exception alerting
will enable logistic service providers to take corrective actions when necessary and inform
shippers about exceptions. Real-time monitoring of the physical flow will become an impor-
tant requirement towards the provided solutions.

•  From cost saving to revenue increase
Due to the economic situation, short-term focus will be at tactical solutions (e.g. merge-in-
transit, managing multi pick-up and multi drop-off capabilities) that will increase efficiency.
Only after the economic situation has improved, there will be a renewed interest in complex
strategic solutions (e.g. network modeling, multi-enterprise modeling and simulation and ca-
pacity reservation) that will enable companies to attract new business.

•  Emphasis on managing to delivery date
Enterprises traditionally have focused on the ship-to-date. Tracking in-transit goods has
shifted from the customer to the shipper. This means that transportation software solutions
must have functionality for delivery date management.

•  Web-enabled communication and XML support
There will be an ongoing trend for communication through the Internet, especially for order
entry and tracking. XML support will enable the integration with other systems.

•  Real-time management of transportation operations
An increasing number of logistics service providers and shippers are investing in mobile de-
vices (handhelds, board computers, GPS equipment) for their transportation units because
they want to be able to more effectively manage the transportation network during the day.
Transportation software solutions will need to manage the connections with these mobile de-
vices and will need to be prepared for real-time optimization functionalities (f.e. incremental
transport planning optimization instead of batch transport planning optimization).
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•  Integration between Transport Management Systems and Transport Planning tools
Because of the increased need for real-time management of the transportation network it will
be necessary for transportation software vendors to provide a real-time integration between
the administrative transport software (TMS solutions) and the transport planning / optimiza-
tion tools.
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7 Differentiators of transportation software vendors

7.1 Overview

We have asked the transportation software vendors for their competitive differentiators. The
following competitive differentiators have been named by multiple software vendors:

•  Industry know-how / experience
Besides technical skills industry knowledge is perceived to be a differentiator by a lot of
transportation software vendors. One would expect that this requirement is a prerequisite
for long-term survival in the transportation software market place.

•  Broad transportation functionality;
It is not surprising that some of the software vendors position themselves with their broad
transportation functionalities. The conclusion is justified that workflow controlled TMS
functionality becomes a basic part of the provided solution which means that they can de-
fine different activities in the workflow of an order and manage these workflows accord-
ingly.

•  Total supply chain solution;
Some transportation software vendors also deliver warehouse management (WMS) and
container management functionality. Since these three modules are completely integrated
they naturally position themselves with this fully integrated solution. This corresponds
with the trend we mentioned earlier that transportation software vendors position them-
selves as vendors of complete supply chain execution functionality.

•  Web-enabled / multi-site / access to application for smaller sites;
Having a web-enabled solution is quite often mentioned as a differentiator. A web-enabled
solution can give access to multiple geographical dispersed locations and users.

•  Standardized and configurable transportation software solution;
There are still many transportation software vendors in the market with a highly custom-
ized (component-based) transportation solution. The software vendors which already de-
liver standardized configurable software solutions are at the forefront of the
standardization trend (module-based) and are differentiating themselves accordingly in the
market.
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Most important differentiators Number of times mentioned
GENERAL SOFTWARE VENDOR ASPECTS
Industry know-how / experience 9
Short implementation leadtime 2
Customer education and support 1
Fixed price 1
Transparant offering 1
Supply chain consultancy skills 1
Global network, local support 1
Monthly operational expense 1
Price - functionality ROI 1
TRANSPORTATION SOFTWARE FUNCTIONALITY
Broad workflow controlled transportation functionality 10
Total supply chain solution 8
Support of multi-domain environment 3
Management information 2
Dynamic planning 2
Integration of TMS, WMS and CMS 2
Tracking & tracing functionality 2
Interoperability with routing & scheduling applications 2
Multi-mode supply chain event management 1
Multi-modality workflow management 1
Graphical planning 1
ITL (International Trade Logistics) functionality 1
Integrated EDI module for electronic declarations 1
Flexible document management 1
Real-time collaborative transport planning 1
Collaborative trading infrastructure (transportation marketplace) 1
Integration / interfaces with standard ERP system 1
Extended functionalities and capabilities like 3-D load configuration,
dynamic hub selection, merge-in-transit, dock door scheduling
constraints, integrated transportation procurement and transportation
rate execution.

1

TECHNICAL POSSIBILITIES
Web-enabled 6
Standardized and configurable transportation solution 3
Platform independent 2
Stability of software 2
Modern technology 2
Multi-lingual 2
Tailor-made application based on standard components 1
Modular approach focused on 'plug and play' integration 1
ASP (Application Service Provider) 1
Standard interfaces with board computers and mobile devices 1

Table 10: competitive differentiators as mentioned by transportation software vendors
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8 Transportation software functionality comparison

8.1 Overview

We have defined specific requirements that we consider important for logistic service providers to
measure the fit between specific transportation packages and companies in the logistic service
provider industry. We asked the software vendors on their ability to support these requirements.
The following requirements were used.

1. Planning
Different types of planning may be supported by a transportation software solution. Not
all types may be relevant for each company. For instance, companies without own assets
(e.g. 4PL’s, expeditors) may not be interested in “Route Planning” and “Vehicle and
Driver Scheduling”.

a. Load Planning and Optimization. This is the planning of the physical loads for
placement in a truck (or another transport unit depending on the mode of transport).
This planning assigns shipments (goods) to a truck taking into account constraints like
pick-up and delivery time windows and allowed combination of goods.

b. Route Planning and Scheduling. Planning of the most optimal transport routes to
deliver the orders. Route planning takes into account things like the actual distances
between locations, the average speed on different road types and the loading times at
different addresses. Some software solutions are based on actual maps, whereas others
may be based upon pre-defined routes and lanes.

c. Automated Carrier Selection. Selects the most suitable carrier to execute the trip and
confirms the selection with the carrier. In case a logistic service provider also owns
equipment, solutions differ in their ability to make a “make-or-buy” decision, i.e. use
own equipment or select another carrier.

d. Vehicle & Driver Scheduling. Functionality to allocate vehicles and drivers to
planned loads and routes, taking into account constraints like driving hours, the cur-
rent location of the drivers and equipment and the condition of the equipment.

2. Workflow/Event management and Exception Alerting
Workflow management can support the flow of business processes in a structured way. Since
business processes and the related events differ for each organization, tools offer great flexi-
bility in modeling those processes. When expected events can be modeled, exception can be
notified and brought to the attention of users. An example of such an exception may be that
one leg of a multi-leg transport takes longer than expected. This will enable the logistic
service provider to notify the customer as soon as possible or to take corrective action if pos-
sible, in this case for instance use an express service to get the goods delivered at the appro-
priate time.
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3. Visibility – track and trace
There has been an increased demand for visibility of goods during transport. Tracking is the
maintenance of the status information of shipments (goods) and equipment (vehicles). Tracing
is checking the movement of a shipment or equipment. Implementing workflow management
and exception alerting decreases the demand for frequent inquiries of order statuses by ship-
pers or customers.

4. Support for multiple transport modes
Software packages may originate from different types of business and therefore may support
one mode of transport better than another. Software packages also differ in the way they sup-
port multi-modal transport, where loads may be transported by a combination of air, road,
train, sea or inland waterway.

5. Distribution network management
Network-based carriers use a network of warehouses, hubs, cross-docks, line hauls etcetera.
Such a network places constraints on the planning and on the administration.

6. Customer and carrier contract management
Service-level agreements (SLA’s) are made with customers and subcontracted carriers. Daily
operations and planning and execution are influenced by these agreements, as well as the re-
lated billing. Different types of agreements may be relevant to manage in a transportation
solution. It may be related to the way orders are given (e-mail, fax, lead times, maximum time
to react). It may also be related to pricing (rates, fees, bonuses, minimum number of ship-
ments per year). And it may be related to billing, i.e. the content and format of the invoice.

7. Customs compliance
In international transport the legal status of goods is relevant and legal documents to settle
customs procedures need to be produced. Depending on the type of transport, support for
bonded and free goods, hazardous goods and strategic goods may be required.

8. Legal and transport documentation
Transportation solutions may support the production of transport documents, such as a load
list, and the production of legal documentation, such as CMR, ADR or T-documents.

9. Merge-in-transit
Instead of assembling a product at one place and then shipping it to its destination, compo-
nents may be shipped to a location nearby the final destination to be assembled and delivered.
This process is much more complicated, since the shipped goods change during transport and
this has consequences for planning and administration. It is getting even more complex when
one part is delayed and alternative solutions need to be calculated real-time in the planning.

10. Multiple time-zones
Dates and times are crucial in a transportation software solution. In international transport one
is faced with different time-zones. In case of transport between the European continent and
the United Kingdom for example software should be able to handle this.

11. Landed-cost calculation
Costs have always been very important in transport. As we stated elsewhere in this report, we
expect that solutions that help to reduce costs during these economic times will become more
popular. Landed-cost calculation will help to identify all related costs upfront and will facili-
tate decision-making.
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In the table below we have matched the different transportation software packages against these
eleven critical functional requirements (3P = software from a Third Party is used, NR = available
in the Next Release).

Transportation software
package

1
a

1
b

1
c

1
d

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

CALtms, CALtms400 Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N Y Y N Y Y
Chainware - Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
DCS iLogistics Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Freightware Y N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
GC3 Y/N Y Y N N Y Y Y Y 3P Y/N Y Y Y/N
iBaan ERP Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
I-TeQ TMS Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
J.D. Edwards 5 (ERP 8) Y/N Y Y N Y Y Y Y N 3P Y N N Y
Lbase 3P Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y NR Y
Navision Y N Y Y Y N Y N N N N N Y N
Networks Y Y Y NR Y Y Y Y Y 3P 3P Y Y Y
Parsis Logistiek N N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Plan & Go Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
QiFreight Y N Y Y N Y Y N Y Y Y N Y
Quintiq 3P 3P Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Roadrunner+ Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y - Y Y
Spider-Road, Spider-ZIP Y Y Y Y N Y N Y Y N N N N N
TDM Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
TMO Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y
TMS Distri 3P 3P Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
TMWSuite N Y Y Y Y N Y Y NR Y Y Y Y
TRA/X Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y
Transpas Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y N N Y
Transwareone Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
WICS N N N Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y N N
Intertour / Interload Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y N N N N Y N
Shortrec Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y
TRACC Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N
TRIS N Y N Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N Y Y

Table 11: functionality comparison between transportation software vendors
(according to answers given by the software vendors)

Six vendors of transportation software from the table above confirmed to support all the 11
critical functional requirements. These vendors are DCS Transport and Logistics Solutions, Baan,
I-TeQ B.V., Groeneveld, i2 Technologies and CSD Logistics Software GMBH.
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9 Cap Gemini Ernst & Young – Your partner in supply chain projects

9.1 Introduction

Cap Gemini Ernst & Young (CGE&Y) is the largest supply chain consultancy in the Benelux,
Europe and worldwide. Within our worldwide organization we recognize the service line B2B
Supply Chain Management which contains the following service offerings:

•  Sourcing and eProcurement
•  Manufacturing and Operations
•  Logistics and eFulfillment
•  Supply Chain Strategy
•  Demand and Supply Planning
•  Product Lifecycle Management
•  Asset Lifecycle Management
•  Pricing and Revenue Management
•  B2B Marketplaces

9.2 CGE&Y – The premier partner in supply chain package selections

Our package selection consultants all have multi-year experience with package selection projects.
They know the supply chain software market and know the main differentiators of each software
vendor.

All our package selection consultants use our award-winning ERNIE software selection tool. This
tool contains, among others, a detailed database on all the software vendors present on the Dutch
(and European) market within specific software categories. We have ranked these vendors against
detailed critical functional requirements lists which we have developed based on our worldwide
experiences with package selections in these software categories.

For information regarding our package selection services and our supply chain services please
contact CGE&Y on +31 (0)30 689 8845 or through e-mail on
 Logistiek&Informatiesystemen@cgey.nl.

mailto:Logistiek&Informatiesystemen@cgey.nl
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10 Participating transportation software vendors

Company name AKB-ORES
Address Planetenbaan 2
Postal code and city 3606 AK  Maarssen
Contact person Mr. S. Sikkes
Application name TRACC
Version number 5.0

Company name Art Systems
Address Koningsweg 17 b
Postal code and city 9731 AN  Groningen
Contact person Mr. W. v/d Vis
Application name Transpas
Version number 2.6

Company name Baan
Address P.O. Box 41
Postal code and city 3780 BA Voorthuizen
Contact person Mr. H. van Asselt
Application name iBaan ERP
Version number 5.2

Company name CAL Consult B.V.
Address PO Box 52
Postal code and city 6710 BB Ede
Contact person Mr. J. Louvenberg
Application name CALtms, CALtms400
Version number 3.1, 3.0

Company name Cat Logic B.V.
Address Willemskade 19-20
Postal code and city 3016 DM  Rotterdam
Contact person Mr. R. Zwetsloot
Application name TMS Distri �
Version number 2.1
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Company name Com-Unit B.V.
Address Populierenlaan 595
Postal code and city 1085 SX  Amstelveen
Contact person Mr. J. Buscher
Application name Spider-Road, Spider-ZIP
Version number 3.8.75

Company name Continental Software Services Ltd.
Address Suite 6 Emporium Buildings 6
Postal code and city EH48 2AY  Whitburn Road Bathgate (UK)
Contact person Mr. E.Forrest
Application name QiFreight
Version number Version 5

Company name CSD Logistic Software GMBH
Address Gautinger Strasse 57
Postal code and city D-82234  Wesseling (Germany)
Contact person Mr. Georg Seitz
Application name Transwareone
Version number 2.42

Company name DCS Transport and Logistics Solutions B.V.
Address Stationsweg 41
Postal code and city 3331 LR  Zwijndrecht
Contact person Mr. J. Melchers
Application name DCS iLogistics
Version number 3.0

Company name Descartes Systems Group
Address Rivium Eerste straat 43-45
Postal code and city 2909 LE  Capelle a/d Ijssel
Contact person Mr. H-J Verlee
Application name TMO (Transportation Management Optimisation)
Version number Not yet released in EMEA (2003)

Company name Gateway Software B.V.
Address ‘s-Gravenweg 252
Postal code and city 2911 CL  Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel
Contact person Mr. R.R. Hoornweg
Application name FreightWare
Version number 2.1
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Company name G-Log Benelux
Address Lichtenauerlaan 102-120
Postal code and city 3062 ME  Rotterdam
Contact person Mr. E. Stegwee
Application name GC3�
Version number 3.5

Company name Groeneveld Information Technology
Address Stephensonstraat 12 (PO box 777)
Postal code and city 4200 AT  Gorinchem
Contact person Mr. J.C. Hardijk
Application name Roadrunner

Company name Interchain
Address Stationsweg 45
Postal code and city 3331 LR  Zwijndrecht
Contact person Mr. F. Sijpheer
Application name Chainware
Version number 5.7

Company name Intris N.V.
Address Gijsbrecht van Deurnelaan 22
Postal code and city 2100  Deurne (Belgium)
Contact person Mr. W. Jordens / P. van de Looverbosch
Application name TRIS
Version number 4.3.5

Company name I-TeQ B.V.
Address Olivier van Noortlaan 108-118
Postal code and city 3133 AT  Vlaardingen
Contact person Mr. P.C. Stout
Application name I-TeQ TMS
Version number 2002

Company name i2 Technologies
Address Kingswood, Kings Ride, AScot
Postal code and city SL5 8AJ  Bercks (UK)
Contact person Mr. R.Moore
Application name i2 Transportation & Distribution Management (TDM)
Version number 5.2.2
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Company name J.D. Edwards B.V.
Address PO box 740
Postal code and city 3740 AS  Baarn
Contact person Mr. B. van de Haar
Application name J.D. Edwards 5
Version number ERP 8

Company name Manugistics Benelux
Address Marcel Thirylaan 79
Postal code and city B-1200  Brussels (Belgium)
Contact person Mrs. A. Roelandts
Application name Networks
Version number 7.0

Company name Ortec
Address PO Box 490
Postal code and city 2800 AL  Gouda
Contact person Mrs. S. Boon-Heemskerk
Application name SHORTREC® /  LOADDESIGNER®

Company name Parsis B.V.
Address De Houtakker 51
Postal code and city 6681 CW  Bemmel
Contact person Mr. W. van Raaij
Application name Parsis Logistiek
Version number 3.0

Company name Plus-Software
Address Edisonstraat 10
Postal code and city 7911 NP  Hoogeveen
Contact person Mr. J. Timmerman
Application name Plan&Go
Version number 8.9

Company name Precision Software Limited
Address Ocean Business Centre, H. Dullaertplein 3
Postal code and city 3024 CA  Rotterdam
Contact person Mr. C. Kavanagh
Application name TRA/X
Version number 5.1
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Company name PTV-Ordis
Address Straatweg 66k
Postal code and city 3621 BR  Breukelen
Contact person Mr. H. Bottelier
Application name INTERTOUR and INTERLOAD
Version number 5.3 (both)

Company name Quintiq
Address Goudsbloemvallei 12-28, PO box 264
Postal code and city 5201 AG  ‘s-Hertogenbosch
Contact person Mr. M. van Gils
Application name Quintiq
Version number 2.4

Company name Qurius NC B.V. / FAQT Group
Address Hogeweg 129
Postal code and city 5301 LL  Zaltbommel
Contact person Mr. R. Scholtes
Application name Navision
Version number 3.10B

Company name Real Solutions
Address Havenstraat 32
Postal code and city 4251 BC  Werkendam
Contact person Mr. P. van der Zouwen
Application name WICS
Version number 4.10

Company name TMW International
Address Zuringgaarde 3
Postal code and city 3436 HG  Nieuwegein
Contact person Mr. B. Zonnenberg
Application name TMWSuite
Version number 6.0

Company name Transflow AG
Address Im  Eichamt am Mediapark Spichernstrasse 77
Postal code and city D-50672  Köln (Germany)
Contact person Mr. U. Eisenmenger
Application name Lbase
Version number 3.016
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